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ew would disagree that talent without passion and hard work is a commodity wasted. And wasted talent is one of life’s greatest tragedies.

Talent is the fuel that drives any growing concern, whether it’s a small company, multinational corporation — or even a local, regional or national economy.

Northeast Ohio has long competed with the East and West coasts, Chicago and the Sunbelt for our nation’s top talent. But today, we are in more direct competition with regional markets such as Columbus, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.

There is both good news and bad news about our region’s ability to attract and retain the best and brightest. If you’re a candidate seeking a position, Greater Cleveland is one of the strongest markets in the country. However, companies in our area are drawing from an ever-tightening talent pool, which could ultimately hinder our ability to compete.

The best news is that private firms, major corporations, employment resource companies and government and civic workforce development organizations are working to find innovative and creative solutions. And those solutions could soon coalesce into a unified front that will ultimately benefit the local economy.

“I don’t know how many consecutive quarters of growth we have had here in Northeast Ohio, but it’s near a record,” says D. Scott Saunders, branch manager for the Cleveland Office of Robert Half International, an executive recruitment firm with more than 400 offices around the globe. “Unemployment rates for degreed people in fields like accounting, finance and technology are at 2 percent — or lower. So, the market has really swung in the candidate’s favor as far as the employment opportunities that are out there.

“Candidates today have more options now than they have had in a long time,” says Saunders. “We tell our clients that if you find someone you like, you need to
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Monica Irelan
City Manager, Painesville

Monica Irelan is the CEO of the community, as well as safety director and head of additional city services. Enthusiastic and dedicated about public service, Irelan already has 10 years of varied related experience under her belt. She’s out to make Painesville the best it can be.

**Biggest challenge:** “When people call for help, sometimes all I can do is listen. Some residents feel better just being heard, while others get very angry that I cannot solve a problem.”

**Wish list:** “Painesville has a very unique and diverse makeup. I think if we could all learn to speak each other’s languages, it would be awesome.”

**What people don’t know about her:** She’s a MOPAR muscle car fan and lusted after a 1971 Plymouth Hemi Cuda. Growing up with four older siblings, the only time Irelan spent alone with her dad was when she helped change the oil in the family car. A gearhead was born.

**Eye on the prize:** “Is world peace asking too much?”

**Future:** “Everywhere I go, I hear, ‘Oh, she’s not going to stay.’ But it’s the right fit for me, and I plan to be in Painesville a long time.”

move very quickly, because the shelf life of a great candidate that used to be two weeks to a month is now measured in days or even hours.”

The imbalance in talent supply and demand has companies scrambling to compete.

“For any organization to grow, the most essential key is to recruit and retain top talent,” says Meenakshi Sharma, assistant dean of Career and Student Affairs at the Weatherhead School of Management at Case Western Reserve University. “Good talent is at premium.”

The attraction, retention and training of talent is “essential to the growth of any local economy — to develop home-grown talent, but also infuse an area with new people and fresh perspectives,” says Angela Finding, director of education and workforce for the Greater Cleveland Partnership (GCP). “That’s why we work very closely with the business community, the Cleveland Metropolitan School District and our higher education partners on many different initiatives that address talent issues.”

The earlier that process starts, the better. “Young talent is incredibly important for companies, but it is also very important for nonprofits as well,” says Ashley Basile Oeken, president of Engage! Cleveland, a resource for Cleveland’s young professionals to help them connect to the organizations, nonprofits, events, businesses and individuals that will help them become better integrated to the city.

“Developing the next generation will sustain our workforce and economic development efforts,” Oeken says.

But it’s not just about attracting those starting out on a career path, she notes. “Older generations can learn from millennials in terms of using technology and thinking outside the box,” she says. “But certainly, millennials can learn from the older generations, so the transference

Kimberly Pride
Associate Director of Development, Greater Cleveland Habitat for Humanity

Kim Pride’s responsibilities include writing grants, working with major donors and coordinating events. It’s the loyalty and positive attitude that Pride brings to her work, and applying that locally and globally, that make her a standout.

Creating a safe place: Pride believes homeownership creates stakeholders in the community who are willing to care and invest in schools, family, safety, and neighborhood appearances. “Children do better in school and later career-wise when they rest their heads every night in the same place,” says Pride.

Addressing a need: “There aren’t enough affordable (housing) units in Cleveland. We have this wonderful renaissance in the city, but we have to think about the people not earning a lot of money.”

What tugs at her heart: “Seeing little kids run to their rooms when we turn over a house to a new owner. One partner family had a young son who refused to memorize his address because he had moved 14 times.”

**Interests:** Mission work, including in Guatemala; improvisational comedy and hiking in the Cuyahoga Valley National Park. She also encourages families to visit the Cleveland Museum of Art. “It’s free, and I’m a bit obsessive about it,” she says.
of knowledge doesn’t fall between the cracks when people retire.”

There is some good news on the horizon, says Oeken. “The Fifth Migration,” a report commissioned by the Cleveland Foundation and conducted by Cleveland State University’s Center for Population Dynamics, shows that Cleveland’s millennial population is growing at a stronger clip than its counterparts in many of our nearest competitive cities. But there is still much work that needs to be done.

It all starts with establishing definitions for professional talent.

**Defining talent, defining needs**

Measuring top talent is more of an art than a science, although there are scientific methods to assess a job candidate’s skill level. ERC, an organization that provides HR resources, training, consulting and coaching services, offers companies a wide range of tests and evaluations that can help a company find ideal candidates.

“Before an organization makes a hire at any level, we believe you should do an assessment of that individual,” says Kelly Keefe, president of ERC. “You need to know how they pay attention to detail, how they work on a team, or if they are only focused on their end results. Those are the kinds of things that are hard to determine in a one-on-one interview.”

Those assessments can include a battery of psychological tests, which are almost impossible to fix.

“Assessments can also help employers to focus on areas where a potential candidate might have a problem,” she says. “And those problems may be easily addressed as simply as having a conversation with an individual.”

But when it comes to evaluating talent company wide, the commitment must come from leadership.

“What we have found is that every company measures top talent differently, depending on their culture, and the needs they have within their organization,” says Keefe. “A talented individual can bring a lot to an organization, as long as they fit within the culture.”

Although some companies have for-

---

**Nora Mahoney**

Vice President and Counsel, Carlton McKenna & Co.

Very few women are investment bankers, says Nora Mahoney, vice president and counsel for the past four years at Carlton McKenna & Co., a boutique investment banking firm. Her peers call her ambitious, but not obsessively driven; helpful and kind, but nobody’s fool. Look for more women to enter financial careers in Cleveland if this strong female role model has her way.

**Favorite misconception:** Investment banking is “not great” for workplace/home/personal balance. That may be true of larger firms, but not for boutique companies, she says.

**What makes you a Clevelanded:** “Cleveland is home for me, and the kindness of the community really speaks to me. But when I travel anywhere else, I get confused if the lake isn’t to the north. When I am in Chicago, I never know where I am.”

**Hobbies and interests:** Mahoney is a passionate vinyl collector. She has digitized music, but she says “it’s more of an active listening process after you play vinyl.” She is also a member of Baldwin Wallace University’s board of trustees.

**Most people don’t know:** I had an extensive insect collection. I used to study insects, especially beetles.

---

**Ted Tywang**

Vice President, General Counsel, Cleveland Browns

Tywang’s legal duties include everything “except what you want to hear about most — things like salary caps and trades.” But considering his responsibilities include government affairs, sponsorships, intellectual property and more, this lawyer holds our football team in his personal household.

**Why you’re one to watch:** The Browns are worthwhile watching and are on the upswing. Also, the team owners, Dee and Jimmy Haslam, are very involved with the team and the community. By proxy, anyone associated with them and the team is worth watching. And I know how much this historic team means to people in Northeast Ohio. I am passionate about the Browns and the city.”

**Biggest work challenge:** “We are a two-person legal department so we have to know a little about a lot.”

**Let’s get physical:** Tywang played tennis for Georgetwon University and is “a confirmed sports nut.” He and his wife, Bridget, also completed a seven-week backpacking vacation through Southeast Asia and India.

**On a mission:** Tywang is a big supporter of the Cleveland Browns Foundation’s interest in local education. He is a board member of Engage Cleveland and Cuyahoga Community College Foundation.
TO WATCH

Michele Scott Taylor
Chief Program Officer, College Now Greater Cleveland

Michele Scott Taylor fell in love with education at a young age. Following stretches as an educator at John Carroll University and Baldwin-Wallace College, Taylor entered the nonprofit world as the chief program officer at College Now Greater Cleveland. "I love what I do because I could be helping the next doctor who cures cancer go to college," she says.

Lessons learned: "Be yourself. Surround yourself with people who know more than you. Everyone has potential."

Cleveland still needs: "To continue to build the educational pipeline toward meaningful careers, where people can have family-sustaining wages."

In her spare time: Taylor loves to read, visit colleges, spend time with her children and travel. She first caught the travel bug when she studied abroad in France. Harboring a love for the culture and ability to speak the language, she is planning a visit to France this summer.

ONE2WATCH

Anna Gibson
Talent Acquisition Specialist, Lincoln Electric

Anna Gibson grew up considering a career in photojournalism, but she ventured toward human resources and has been thriving at Lincoln Electric since 2016.

So far at Lincoln, she has created and presented a lunch-and-learn program for college trainees and interns, been promoted to talent acquisition specialist and helped facilitate a mentoring program that paired current students with local business professionals. She hopes to continually develop her HR skills and eventually become the top HR person at a company.

"One lesson I've learned is that I'm always learning," she says.

In the community: Gibson stays busy being active with Women in Lincoln Leadership, Engage Cleveland, CSU's Young Alumni Council, Bainbridge Township Historical Society and Cleveland Society for Human Resource Management. He's the remaining inaugural member and outgoing president of CSU's Young Alumni Council, established in 2014.

Pleasurable pastimes: During her free time, she can be found at her ceramics studio, training for her first 5K race or jamming out to indie rock music.

malized the process of defining talent, other haven't, says Keefe.

"So, one of the first steps is for upper-level management to sit down and define what top talent is, and what it means to their organization," Keefe adds. "You then build out a meaningful, consistent and sustainable process."

Every manager within an organization must evaluate their candidates' and employees' talent.

"An executive assistant and a marketing manager may have different skill sets, but across the line you need to know how they will be engaged with their work," says Keefe. "You can't just say someone is a great employee and take those traits out to a whole organization. But you need to apply ideal traits to specific disciplines within your organization."

Although defining talent is essential for companies, nonprofits and other organizations, targeting the talent needs for our entire area is also essential for future economic growth.

TeamNEO is an economic development organization focused on an 18-county region in Northeast Ohio. Working in partnership with the Cleveland Foundation, TeamNEO's recent report, "Aligning Opportunities in Northeast Ohio, a Resource to Aid in Addressing the Demand and Supply Imbalance in the Region's Workforce," clearly addresses the specific talent needs of the local economy.

Although Northeast Ohio offers outstanding job and career opportunities, those opportunities don't necessarily align with the skill sets of our current talent pool. The study found that the demand for skilled and educated talent is increasing. By 2020, the majority of jobs in Ohio will require some sort of credential. Only 54 percent of adults in Northeast Ohio have the required education or skill level to meet the demand predicted by 2020, which means 11 percent growth is needed to achieve the 2020 projected demand of 65 percent.

Certainly, studies like TeamNEO's will go a long way toward achieving workforce talent goals. But the need for public/private partnerships is essential.
"Our focus is on driving economic development outcomes from the attraction, expansion and retention perspective by working with myriad public and private sector companies as well as philanthropic institutions to help grow our economy," says Bill Koehler, CEO of TeamNEO. "In a lot of ways, individual companies and organizations have been trying to address these problems, which have yielded some very innovative ideas."

The approach, at least so far, has been fragmented at best, says Koehler. There is still a very real need to create a common way to put real metrics around measuring, attracting and retaining talent.

▶ Attracting talent

Attracting talent from outside our area or growing the talent that already resides in our area is something of a false choice, says Koehler.

"You really need to do both," he says, "Attraction is important, but we already have people here who are looking for work. They may be credentialed and have the ability to work. They just need to be further trained."

Destination Cleveland and other organizations have built Cleveland into a tourist destination. Visitors to events such as the 2016 Republican National Convention, 2016 World Series and NBA Finals have a new perspective on the city once dismissed as the "Mistake on the Lake."

"But now we have to get those people to come here and start a career," says Oeken. "That's why we need to get the message out that Cleveland is a great place for young professionals to live and grow."

"The fact that Cleveland is undergoing a renaissance is a big factor in attracting and retaining talent," says Finding from the GCP. "Young people want to live in place that is cultured, diverse, cool, vibrant, but also a place that continues to grow and evolve."

Earlier this summer, Engage! Cleveland held its Young Professionals Week. Next month, the organization is hosting an event called "The State of the Young Professional Community" where it will release data on what younger generations like millennials or Generation Z are looking for when it comes to a career.

"One of the things that we are finding is that people in Generation Z, who are just entering the workforce, are looking for more civic and community engagement than their predecessors," says Oeken. "They are looking to become more involved with their communities, whether it's simply attending an event, becoming involved as a volunteer, serving on a nonprofit board or becoming involved in something political."

Educational institutions like the Weatherhead School are actively seeking to attract new talent here by providing innovative programs that sell our city and the surrounding area.

"While [students] are here, we try to showcase the best of what we have to offer in and outside of the classroom," says Sharma. "A positive engagement with the university hopefully means that they, too, will be ambassadors of the region. We not only need them to stay in Cleveland but also to relocate to other cities to spread the word about one of America's best-kept secrets."

During the application and on boarding process, Weatherhead makes sure the city of Cleveland is highlighted.

"We also collaborate with companies in the region during the recruiting and admissions process to attract applicants, as well as to show them the depth and diversity of opportunity in Northeast Ohio," Sharma adds.

Daniel Norris
Quality Assurance Analyst, Hyland

With a passion for service, one of Daniel Norris' missions is to help young Cleveland professionals thrive.

Community involvement: Norris serves on the Leadership Council of Engage! Cleveland, maintaining the organization's website and designing its salesforce. "I can use what I do for a living to give back to the community," he says.

Career path: Norris began his career in the IT department of Health Recovery Services, a nonprofit based in southern Ohio. He now works as a quality assurance analyst at Hyland, based in Westlake.

Words of wisdom: "Continue your education. Don't stop learning. Give back as much as possible."

Cleveland favorites: The local, mom-and-pop eateries, diverse demographics and Cleveland sports. "There's no bigger Cleveland fan than me. No matter how the teams do, I will always support them," Norris says. He also enjoys attending country concerts.
Michael Bowen
Associate Attorney, Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP

Michael Bowen kicked off his career selling tickets for the Cleveland Browns. While working his way through several positions, he attended law school at night. Recently, the 31-year-old served as campaign manager for Cleveland Mayor Frank Jackson while taking a leave of absence from his current job as a second-year associate attorney with Taft.

"I do cartwheels every morning when I get up to go to work," he says, adding that he loves the challenges his work brings.

Advice for other young professionals: "Networking is critical, especially in Cleveland. Do everything you can to get your name out there."

Community matters: Bowen is involved with the Union Club of Cleveland Board of Emerging Leaders, a board member for the Artists Archives of the Western Reserve, the Center for Arts-Inspired Learning Board of Directors and Engage! Cleveland Board of Directors

Quick facts: Bowen will be married this September. He enjoys spending time with friends and playing tennis.

☐ Retention: The tipping point

When it comes to retaining top talent, it’s not just about salary or the job experience, although those are prime decision criteria. Indeed, younger generations are notorious for changing companies and positions, switching jobs at an average of once every 1.8 years, according to Oeken.

"So continuing with a company or a region mainly has to do with a combination of the professional and personal situation of each individual," says Finding. "It is difficult to find a job or career path that is really fun and satisfying in all respects."

There is a "tipping point" when someone decides to call an area home for good. "It happens in the early 30s, when people start thinking about raising a family," says Oeken. "That's when people decide to come back to Cleveland, or when they decide to stay, due to low cost of living, family and friends."

"It is when a young person's professional aspirations intersect with their personal/family expectations and needs," says Finding. "When an emerging leader finds their niche professionally with a company that is supportive of their professional and personal growth, then they are ready to put down roots."

Job satisfaction plays a key role in any talent retention equation. An organization's leadership has to embrace, prioritize and develop a culture where talent can thrive, stresses the ERC's Keefe.

"You need to set clear objectives, and then coach and mentor employees," says Keefe. "Then you need to get out of their way. Don't be afraid of failure, let them be creative."

There is a big difference between making mistakes, such as not checking the accuracy of work, or making mistakes because an employee tried to create a new process or grow a company into a
new market, says Keefe, who likes to use the analogy between parenting and managing top talent.

“You can only play catch with them for so long before they must go out on field and perform,” she says. “An employee who launches a new product or service line that wasn’t successful may have learned a lot in the process, and the organization as a whole may have grown because of it.”

→ Training the existing workforce

Although there is a very real need to attract new talent to our area, there is, perhaps, a greater need to train our existing workforce for the future, a point expressed in the TeamNEO report.

“So, the question is, how do we skill up the region in a way that makes us competitive for the future of the economy?” posits Jacob Duritsky, vice president of strategy and research, TeamNEO. “The answer is to study the demand/supply alignment.”

The report does it in great detail, including a chart targeting the need for credentialed individuals in specific industries such as IT, manufacturing and construction, health, life sciences, education and engineering, finance and business services, and management, further breaking those fields down into specific jobs.

“Essentially, you see red where we are underproducing in terms of supplier demand for talent, and where you see yellow, we are overproducing,” Duritsky explains. “And where you see green, we have general alignment between supply and demand.”

The chart looks more like a “forest fire” than a “forest city,” meaning we are underproducing talent in more areas than not. We are underproducing in all IT jobs, all manufacturing and construction jobs and all financial and business services industries.

Health care is split, a balance of supply and demand with health technologies and technicians and an overabundance of health care therapist aides and support workers. However, nurses are still in very high demand.

Life sciences/education and engineering is also a mixed bag, with a perfect balance of supply and demand for architects and engineering technicians, but an under-supply of education and engineers and an overabundance of life science workers. In management we have a balance of supervisors of skilled workers, but an overabundance of managers of professionals and health care workers.

Certainly, our secondary and post-secondary institutions such as the Weatherhead School of Management are working toward achieving the perfect balance in supply and demand of talent, so our local economy can realize optimum growth. Organizations such as the GCP, Cleveland Foundation, TeamNEO, ERC and Engage! Cleveland are also working toward the same goal. And although we are on the same path, there is still a journey ahead.

“A lot of companies are reaching out to different workforce-related organizations, and many are being very creative in terms of their solutions,” says Koehler. “But we really need to get after the problem and develop solutions that are lasting. We need to figure out which programs are strong and scalable and go after those.”

The challenge will be not just to train our existing workforce, but to make sure all of the organizations involved with developing talent and workforce are on the same page.

Courtney Eaton
Vice President, Assurance Services Group, Meaden & Moore
More than 12 years as a certified public accountant at Meaden & Moore made Courtney Eaton the perfect candidate to serve as vice president of the firm’s Assurance Services Group.

Words of wisdom: “Hard work, reputation and integrity are everything. If you can stay true to those values or any other values you may hold, it’ll serve you well.”

Community pursuits: A library lover at heart, Eaton is a founding member and current treasurer of the Fund for the Future of Heights Libraries organization.

Fun fact: Eaton lived in Brussels, Belgium, for two years when her husband was assigned there for work. Despite the six-time zone difference, Eaton continued working — and excelling — at Meaden & Moore.

Her favorite place to be: On a hiking trail with her husband, Tom, daughter, Anna, and two dogs.

David Toth
Vice President, USA Expositions
If there was a prize for Cleveland’s Best Networker, it would go to David Toth, who works for the event marketing company that promotes Cleveland Oktoberfest Festival, among other extravaganzas. If Toth, a wheeler-dealer in the best sense, strategist, negotiator and an entrepreneur, doesn’t know you, you better introduce yourself.

Recent lesson: “I used to work 12, 18 hours a day. Now it’s a matter of making whatever time you spend at work or on a board the most impactful it can be.”

And those boards are: Toth is executive director of the Karen Foundation for MS, which eases the lives of families living with multiple sclerosis in Northeast Ohio, on the board of directors of Engage! Cleveland, and vice chair of the board of directors of the Cleveland Jewish Publication Co.

His mentor: The respected Cleveland attorney Stan Keller was Toth’s grandfather and his best friend growing up. Toth is also a fan of J.S. Army General George Patton.

Wish for Northeast Ohio: Better transportation connections between Cleveland’s East and West sides. And throw in a Cleveland Browns championship.